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Abstract— Exertion towards protecting regular coarse 

aggregate for future era and diminishing sea shell waste 

beginning from the fisheries business has started studies on 

plausibility of coordinating this waste in solid generation. 

This paper shows the outcome on the workability and 

compressive strength of solid containing different rate of sea 

shell content as incomplete coarse aggregate substitution. 

Concrete blends containing 0%, 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 25% 

and 30% sea shell substitution level were thrown before 

subjected to water curing for 28 days. Workability test and 

compressive strength test were directed on solid 

understanding to IS 516 and IS 4926 respectively. Results 

demonstrate that substitution of proper sea shell content 

ready to create workable cement with attractive quality. 

Coordination of 20% sea shell improved the quality of solid 

making it to be the most astounding when contrasted with 

whatever other substitution level. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Research towards creating another solid material stems out 

from two variables exhibited by two unique businesses in 

Malaysia that is the developing need of development 

exchange and by-result of sea shell exchange. The 

persistently developing development industry has 

represented the likelihood on exhaustion of characteristic 

totals later on that would expand the expense of solid 

material. The certainty which is highlighted that the regular 

asset diminishing while the interest for total to be utilized as 

a part of solid generation is still high. Foreseeing this issue, 

different sorts of waste materials have been explored their 

capability to be utilized as fractional coarse aggregate 

substitution material in solid creation, for example, oil palm 

shell, periwinkle shell, reused coarse aggregate and others. 

In any case, to the best of creator's learning no work has 

been accounted for on the utilization of sea shells as halfway 

coarse aggregate substitution in cement.  

The accessibility of seas a marine bivalve mollusks 

which is a vital protein source in the South East Asian locale 

is one of the element that help the sea exchange Malaysia. 

Taking a gander at the expanding seas creation which the 

retail estimation of seas alone expanded by 33.53% by 

RM91.60 million in 2010 from 68.60 million in 2009, it is 

normal the accessibility of sea shell as waste would be in 

bigger sum also which thusly will posture negative effect to 

the adjacent range. This has lead towards the exertion of 

incorporating this waste sea shell as one of the mixing fixing 

in solid creation accordingly opening another skyline in agro 

solid exploration and in the meantime offering distinct 

options for protect characteristic coarse aggregate for the 

utilization of future era. Accomplishment in fusing this 

material as halfway coarse aggregate substitution in solid 

making would contribute towards decrease in the amounts 

of sea shell winding up as waste. The present paper 

researches the execution of solid mix as far as workability 

and compressive endless supply of this waste sea shell as 

incomplete coarse aggregate substitution material. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 

A solitary group of Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC) 

follows the evaluation 53 was utilized as a part of this 

investigation. Nearby waterway sand with fineness modulus 

of 1.69 was utilized as fine total and the coarse aggregate 

coordinated in the mix comprise of single measured 20 mm 

smashed stone. Sea shell was gathered from the sustenance 

slows down, washed with faucet water to uproot earth 

before dried. The molecule sizes range from 10 to 14mm. 

Faucet water was utilized amid the study as a part of mixing, 

curing, and different procedures.  

As indicated by IS 10262-2009 M35 mix is 

outlined, Six mix extents were made to accomplish the 

targets of this trial work. All the mixs arranged had a water 

concrete proportion of 0.45. From start to finish through the 

study, the aggregate cementitious material substance has 

been kept steady in all the mixs with the exception of the 

variety in the rate of common coarse aggregate utilized. A 

control example was shaped comprising 100% characteristic 

coarse aggregate and the other six mixs containing sea shell 

as halfway coarse aggregate substitution from the scope of 

5% to 30%. The sea shells was coordinated into solid mix as 

an immediate substitution for coarse aggregate on weight 

premise.  

At the early stage, the impact of sea shell endless 

supply of the mix was researched by directing droop test 

after the techniques illustrated in IS 4956. All the mixs were 

thrown in 3D squares of 150 x 150 x 150 mm and afterward 

demoulded after 24 hrs of the throwing before put in a water 

curing tank until the period of testing i.e 28days. The 

compressive strength test was directed on Compression 

testing machine. 

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

It has been watched that the solid workability lessens as the 

rate of sea shell included as halfway coarse aggregate 

substitution get to be higher. At the substitution of 30% of 

sea shell, the solid mix which consistency is low and hard to 

be mixed display low droop. As the measure of sea shell 

included is expanded, this harsh textured material causes the 

mix get to be harsher, more hard to be mixed consequently 

show lower droop esteem. This is presumably credited to the 

variety in the surface of sea shell which is rougher than 

regular total due the symmetrically spiral ribs running on the 

external shell as can. The rougher surface makes more 

erosion in this manner abatement the ease of the mix 

containing higher rate of sea shell. Moreover, the distinction 

in physical normal for the denser stone total contrasted with 
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the bended and generally explanatory state of the textured 

sea shell is additionally one of the components bringing 

down solid workability. Since the strong rock is heavier and 

the substitution is by weight, the particular surface territory 

increments with the augmentation of sea shell content in the 

mix. This condition makes the requirements for bigger 

amount of concrete glue than the sum accessible in the mix 

to coat the sea shell particles and this prompts lesser 

workability for solid mix containing bigger rate of sea shell 

substitution. The impact of bond amount towards solid 

workability.  

Compressive Strength exhibits that substitution of 

characteristic coarse aggregate somewhat with sea shell 

improves the quality execution of cement when a right mix 

extent is figured. It can be seen that mix comprising 

substitution of 20% sea shell show the most noteworthy 

estimation of compressive strength which eclipse different 

mixs including plain cement. The surface composition of sea 

shell which is rougher than stone total enhances holding and 

increments bury molecule contact which is turn upgrades the 

compressive strength of the cement. Be that as it may, it is 

obvious that excessively of sea shell have a tendency to 

diminishing the compressive strength of solid as can be seen 

in the execution of solid mix comprising 30% of sea shell. It 

is supported following excessively of sea shell which 

implies higher compelling surface range, would prompt 

inadequate extent of bond glue accordingly prompting poor 

holding properties of the network with totals. Also, the 

diminishment in solid workability with expansion of sea 

shell makes the mix hard to be compacted bringing about 

solidified cement with higher porosity in this manner show 

lower quality.  

On by and large, the extent and normal for sea shell 

utilized as halfway coarse aggregate substitution impact the 

quality execution of cement. The impact of coarse aggregate 

properties and extent of constituent materials towards solid 

properties. This study has demonstrated that, just a certain 

rate of sea shell could be incorporated as incomplete coarse 

aggregate substitution material so that a selective natural 

agreeable composite material could be created making a 

win-win circumstance between the two commercial 

enterprises, fisheries and development, at last delivering a 

finished item having preferred properties over the current 

one and have the possibility to be utilized as building 

material. Plan of a right mix extent comprising sea shell as 

fractional coarse aggregate supplanting would bring about 

cement with improved quality. This exploratory study 

endeavoring to find the capability of this free by regional 

standards accessible waste in solid generation proposed for 

building work requires further top to bottom research in both 

long haul designing properties studies and toughness 

perspective.  

Workability test result are given in table 1 and 

graph 1-2 along with compressive Strength test result of Sea 

Shell concrete are given in table 2 and graph 3-4. 

percentage Sea Shells Slump Value (mm) 

0% 55 

5% 47 

10% 45 

15% 23 

20% 21 

25% 13 

30% 9 

Table 1: Workability of Sea Shell Concrete 

 
Graph 1: 

 
Graph 2: 

Graph 1 and Graph 2: Workability of Sea Shell Concrete 

percentage Sea 

Shells 

Compressive Strength (N/mm2) 

7 Days 14 Days 28 Days 

0% 32.12 36.37 40.12 

5% 26.89 30.88 34.56 

10% 32.12 36.95 39.78 

15% 30.92 36.395 41.87 

20% 38.2 40.93 45.66 

25% 26.45 31.18 35.91 

30% 25.67 29.67 33.67 

Table 2: Compressive Strength Test Result of Sea Shell 

Concrete 

 
Graph 3: 
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Graph 4: 

Graph 3 and Graph 4: Compressive Strength Test Result of 

Sea Shell Concrete 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This early study found that expansion of sea shell as 

fractional coarse aggregate substitution decreases the solid 

workability inferable from its shape and rougher surface. 

Notwithstanding, it is fascinating to note that substitution of 

common coarse aggregate via sea shell at a level of 20 % 

brought about the increment of compressive strength 

contrasted with control example. All things considered, mix 

of excessively of sea shell produces harsher mix which 

causes challenges to deliver thick solid consequently upset 

the quality execution. 
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